We de ne a functor from topological quasi-uniform spaces and continuous, uniformly continuous maps to quasi-uniform spaces and uniformly continuous maps. This functor retains the same underlying Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. y Research carried out during a visit to the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Southern Maine.
Preliminaries
1.1 Quasi-uniform spaces and the bicompletion A quasi-uniformity on a set X is a lter U of binary relations (called entourages) on X such that (a) each element of U contains the diagonal X of X X and (b) for any U 2 U there is V 2 U satisfying V V U. The theory of quasi-uniform spaces is covered in FL82]. We proceed xing the notation and giving some de nitions relevant to our work.
If U is a quasi-uniformity on X, then so is U ?1 := fU ?1 j U 2 U g, where U ?1 := f(y; x) j x U yg. The generated uniformity on X is denoted by U . A base is given by the entourages U = U \ U ?1 . The topology T (U) induced by the quasi-uniformity U is that in which the sets (x)U := fy 2 X j x U yg, where U 2 U , form a neighbourhood base for each x 2 X. For the U-neighbourhood of a set A X, we use the notation A]U = fy 2 X j 9x 2 A: x U yg. Naturally, there is also the topology T (U ?1 ) induced by the inverse quasi-uniformity. We denote its neighbourhoods by U(x) = fy 2 X j y U xg. In this paper, we consider only separated spaces, i.e. spaces where T (U) is T 0 , or, alternatively, the relation U = T U is antisymmetric. The appropriate morphisms for quasi-uniform spaces are the uniformly continuous functions, i.e. those f: (X; U ) ! (Y; V ) such that for every V 2 V there is U 2 U such that x U y implies f(x) V f(y). We denote the category of separated quasi-uniform spaces as objects and uniformly continuous functions as morphisms by QU.
A quasi-uniform space (X; U ) is said to be bicomplete, if (X; U ) is a complete uniform space. This is the case i every bi-Cauchy net on X converges with respect to T (U ), where a net (x i ) i2I is bi-Cauchy, if for every entourage U, there is i 2 I such that i j; k implies x i U x k . Another characterization of bicompleteness is via bi-Cauchy lters: A lter F on X is bi-Cauchy if for every U 2 U , there is A 2 F with A A U (or, alternatively, there is x 2 X such that U(x) \ (x)U 2 F ); the space is bicomplete, if every bi-Cauchy lter converges with respect to T (U ). The full subcategory of QU comprising all bicomplete spaces is denoted by cQU.
To construct the bicompletion functor b:QU ! cQU, one needs to consider the set of all minimal bi-Cauchy lters on X. A Cauchy lter is minimal i it is -round, which means that for each A 
Topological quasi-uniform spaces and the Smyth completion
It is also possible to regard a quasi-uniformity as an approximate order, the entourages being increasingly better approximants for U = T U . This and motivation from domain theory leads to the investigation of quasi-uniform spaces with an additional topology which may, but need not coincide with the induced one. We will consider topologies that are linked with the quasiuniformity by the axioms written in terms of the strong containment relations U , which are de ned by:
A De nition 1 A topological quasi-uniform space is a triple (X; U ; T ) where (X; U ) is a quasi-uniform space and T is a topology on X satisfying (A1), (A2), and (A3).
A lter F on X is round if 8A 2 F 9B 2 F 9U 2 U : B U A. The lter is Cauchy, if for every A 2 F and every U 2 U , there is some x 2 A such that x U B implies B 2 F for all B X.
The space is Smyth complete, if for every round Cauchy lter F there is a unique point x 2 X such that F coincides with the lter N (x) of Tneighbourhoods of x.
A morphism between (X; U ; T ) and (Y; V ; S ) is a function f: X ! Y which is U -V uniformly continuous and T -S continuous. The acronym TQU denotes the category of separated topological quasi-uniform spaces with these morphisms. The full subcategory of all Smyth-complete spaces is denoted by cTQU.
We will also need the following characterisation of TQU-morphisms ( Smy88, De nition 3 If F is a lter on the topological quasi-uniform space (X; U ; T ), then Rd(F) = fB X j 9A 2 F 9U 2 U : A U Bg is its roundi cation. This will turn out to be an operation of central interest for our work. Before we continue discussing the Smyth completion functor s, we list some basic properties of the roundi cation.
Proof. 1) and 2) are obvious and 3) is a consequence of (A3). Finally, (4) follows easily from the interpolation property (cf. Prop. 5(i) of Smy94]).
Returning to the functor s, we now de ne (sf)(F) = Rd(f(F)). As in the bicompletion case, the functor enjoys the universal property of lifting of morphisms into complete spaces to the completion, i.e. it is left adjoint to the inclusion cTQU ! TQU. The embedding X , ! f X is given by x 7 ! N (x).
The previous paragraph was another way to say that the Smyth completion obeys the fundamental theorem of completions with respect to the continuous, uniformly continuous maps: s1 X is a continuous, uniformly continuous embedding of X into the Smyth complete sX, and if f : X ! Y is continuous and uniformly continuous and Y is Smyth complete, then there is a unique continuous, uniformly continuous map g for which f = g(s1 X ) (essentially, g extends f to sX).
In the sequel, we will also need the characterization of Smyth completeness in terms of nets developed in S un97]:
De nition 5 Suppose (X; U ; T ) is a topological quasi-uniform space. A net (x i ) i2I on X is a computational Cauchy net, if for every U 2 U , there is an index i 2 I such that for all j 2 I with i j and for all A X we have that x j U A implies that the net is eventually in the set A. We refer to i as a U-index for the net.
A computational Cauchy net (x i ) i2I is said to strongly converge to a point x 2 X, if it converges to x with respect to the symmetrization topology T _ T (U ?1 ).
Theorem 6 ( S un97]) A topological quasi-uniform space is Smyth complete if and only if every computational Cauchy net on it strongly converges to a unique point.
Proof. Outline] If F is a round Cauchy lter on (X; U ; T ), take the index set I = F U , ordered by coordinate-wise reversed set inclusion. For each (A; U) 2 I there is x (A;U ) 2 A such that x (A;U ) U B implies B 2 F for all B X. Then (x i ) i2I is a computational Cauchy net which strongly converges to x 2 X i F = N (x). Vice versa, fA X j 9i 2 I9U 2 U : fx j j j ig U Ag is a round Cauchy lter if (x i ) i2I is a computational Cauchy net, and this lter coincides with N (x) i the net strongly converges to x.
As a nal prerequisitive result, we characterize the Cauchy condition for lters in a way which emphasizes the resemblance between Smyth completeness and sobriety (cf. the remark on page 393 of Smy94]): 6 Proposition 7 Suppose that (X; U ; T ) is a topological quasi-uniform space. Observe that U U W for all U; W and so U T U . Hence T (U ?1 T ) T (U ?1 ). So it remains to prove that U(x) is a T (U ?1 T )-neighborhood of x for all x 2 X and U 2 U . To see this, given x and U, pick V U such that V (x) is T -closed (A2). Let W = fX n V (x)g. We claim that V W (x) U(x). Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that y V W x and not y U x. Then y 2 X n V (x) and so x 2 X n V (x)]V which is absurd. Hence the topologies agree.
As our construction does not change the underlying set, it is obvious how to extend it to a functor w:TQU ! QU: It is the identity on morphisms.
All we have to do is check that morphisms of topological quasi-uniform spaces are uniformly continuous with respect to the well-monotone quasiuniformities.
Proposition 10 If f: (X; U ; T ) ! (Y; V ; S ) is a morphism of topological quasi-uniform spaces, then it is U T -V S -uniformly continuous.
Proof. Proposition 13 Every bi-Cauchy lter on (X; U T ) is Cauchy on (X; U ; T ). Proof. Suppose that the lter F is bi-Cauchy on (X; U T ) but fails to Remark. Observe that, in spite of the result of Proposition 11, the converse of Proposition 13 does not hold, i.e. a lter which is Cauchy on (X; U ; T ) need not be bi-Cauchy on (X; U T ). (As an example take X = f0; 1g with quasi-uniformity U = ff(0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 1)g; X Xg and topology T = f;; f1g; Xg. Then U T = U and the lter ff1g; Xg is Cauchy but not bi-Cauchy.) This is the reason why we employed nets in Proposition 11.
Note, however, that this defect is not surprising. The typical bi-Cauchy lter is a T (U )-neighbourhood lter, whereas the typical round Cauchy lter is a T -neighbourhood lter, and T is nonsymmetric. Proof. We will prove that the map e: (X; U T ) ! ( e U e T ) much more explicit: It is the roundi cation we met before. As a consequence
